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2. ABOUT AIRMAN, INC.
Company Introduction…
AIRman, Inc. produces creative pneumatic solutions for a wide variety of heavy transport requirements. Our
off-the-shelf inventory includes valves for pressure protection, quick release, suspension fill and dump, hook
and latch tailgate control, free wheel, lift axle, rear steering control, ride height, pressure regulation and
engineered control modules for kneeling and more. We also manufacture cylinders for tailgate latch, high lift
and rear steering.
All AIRman products are designed specifically for heavy transport requirements including the
rigorous environment and the general abuse that goes with mobile pneumatic systems. You can
count on AIRman valves, cylinders and accessories because they were originally developed for use
on trucks and buses.
AIRman is located in Wixom Michigan
about twenty miles northwest of Detroit.
Our modern facility features state-of-the-art
manufacturing capacity and we enjoy the
support of a community known world wide
for it’s manufacturing expertise. All of our
products are designed and manufactured
on our own premises.
Our entire company is proud to say that
AIRman valves and cylinders are truly
“made-in-America.”

At AIRman, we don’t compromise quality for cost.
We manufacture our products from solid aluminum and
stainless steel using high-speed CNC mills and lathes.
Our in-house process development includes high
volume fixturing for the most effective production output
possible. We know what it takes to make a reliable
component for use on a truck or trailer.
And, we know you don’t want to wait to get what you
need.
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3. VALVE FEATURES & BENEFITS

1.

6061 Barstock aluminum construction is
tumbled for a tough exterior finish.

2.

16 RMS bore finish provides low
breakaway pressure and prevents
“sticking” valves.

3.

Stainless steel knob extensions and
fasteners hold up better on salty roads.

4.

Large push/pull knobs for use with heavy
gloves.

5.

6.

Silicone based “Heavy Transport Lube” used
to assemble AIRman valves won’t wash away
because of airline condensation.

7.

Porting orifices are slotted and internally
configured to provide maximum seal life.

8.

Low power draw solenoids rated NEMA 4X
include a LIFETIME GUARANTY against
burnout.

9.

AIRman offers a wide variety operators to fit
any mobile pneumatic application.

Tough Nitrile seals rated for minus 65 F
work well in dirty airline conditions.
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4. LIFT AXLE APPLICATIONS

PUSH PULL DETENT (SINGLE SUPPLY):
“5/2” 4-Way (5 ported 2 position) valve with a push pull knob operator and a detent to maintain it’s position.
Pulling the knob causes the UP bags to inflate at supply pressure while the DOWN bags are exhausted. Pushing the knob
in allows the DOWN bags to inflate through an adjustable regulator and by-pass check assembly (sold separately) while
the UP bags exhaust.
NOTE: Be certain that your supply pressure does not exceed the bag manufacturers maximum rated operating PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2500104

1/4 NPT

V3800104

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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5. LIFT AXLE APPLICATIONS

PUSH PULL AIR PILOT (SINGLE SUPPLY):
“5/2” 4-Way (5 ported 2 position) valve with a push pull knob operator and an air pilot operator to return the valve to it’s “up
axle” position with a signal from another valve.
Pulling the knob causes the UP bags to inflate at supply pressure while the DOWN bags are exhausted. Pushing the knob in
allows the DOWN bags to inflate through an adjustable regulator and by-pass check assembly (sold separately) while the UP
bags exhaust.
NOTE: Be certain that your supply pressure does not exceed the bag manufacturers maximum rated operating PSI.
Air pilot operator signal must be a minimum pressure of 55 PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2500103

1/4 NPT

V3800103

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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6. LIFT AXLE APPLICATIONS

PUSH PULL SOLENOID (SINGLE SUPPLY):
“5/2” 4-Way (5 ported 2 position) valve with a push pull knob operator and an internally supplied solenoid air pilot operator
to return the valve to it’s “up axle” position with a signal from a back-up sensor.
Pulling the knob causes the UP bags to inflate at full supply pressure while the DOWN bags are exhausted. Pushing the
knob in allows the DOWN bags to inflate through an adjustable regulator and by-pass check assembly (sold separately)
while the UP bags exhaust.
When an electrical signal is received from a back-up sensor or back-up lights, the solenoid air pilot operator returns the
valve to it’s knob out position and causes the lift axle to go up.
NOTE: Be certain that your supply pressure does not exceed the bag manufacturers maximum rated operating PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2500106DAL
V3800106DAL

1/4 NPT
3/8 NPT

V2500111DAL
V3800111DAL

1/4 NPT
3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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7. LIFT AXLE APPLICATIONS

PUSH PULL DETENT (DUAL SUPPLY):
“5/2” 4-Way (5 ported 2 position) valve with a push pull knob operator and a detent to maintain it’s position.
Pulling the knob causes the UP bags to inflate at full supply pressure while the DOWN bags are exhausted. Pushing the knob in
allows the DOWN bags to inflate through an adjustable regulator upstream of the valve (sold separately) while the UP bags
exhaust.
NOTE: Be certain that your supply pressure does not exceed the bag manufacturers maximum rated operating PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2500104

1/4 NPT

V3800104

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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8. LIFT AXLE APPLICATIONS

PUSH PULL AIR PILOT (DUAL SUPPLY):
“5/2” 4-Way (5 ported 2 position) valve with a push pull knob operator and an air pilot operator to return the valve to it’s “up axle”
position with a signal from another valve.
Pulling the knob causes the UP bags to inflate at full supply pressure while the DOWN bags are exhausted. Pushing the knob in
allows the DOWN bags to inflate through an adjustable regulator upstream of the valve (sold separately) while the UP bags
exhaust.
NOTE: Be certain that your supply pressure does not exceed the bag manufacturers maximum rated operating PSI.
Air pilot operator signal must be a minimum pressure of 55 PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2500103

1/4 NPT

V3800103

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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9. LIFT AXLE APPLICATIONS

PUSH PULL SOLENOID (DUAL SUPPLY):
“5/2” 4-Way (5 ported 2 position) valve with a push pull knob operator and an externally supplied solenoid air pilot operator
to return the valve to it’s “up axle” position with a signal from a back-up sensor.
Pulling the knob causes the UP bags to inflate at full supply pressure while the DOWN bags are exhausted. Pushing the knob
in allows the DOWN bags to inflate through an adjustable regulator upstream of the valve (sold separately) while the UP
bags exhaust.
When an electrical signal is received from a back-up sensor or back-up lights, the solenoid air pilot operator returns the
valve to it’s knob out position and causes the lift axle to go up.
NOTE: Be certain that your supply pressure does not exceed the bag manufacturers maximum rated operating PSI.
Dual supplied solenoid air pilot valves must have an external supply to the solenoid operator with a minimum pressure of 55
PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2500106EDAL
V3800106EDAL

1/4 NPT
3/8 NPT

V2500111EDAL
V3800111EDAL

1/4 NPT
3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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10. LIFT AXLE APPLICATIONS

AIR PILOT (HEIGHT CONTROL/DUAL SUPPLY):
“5/2” 4-Way (5 ported 2 position) valve with an air pilot operator and a spring operator to return the valve to it’s “up axle”
position when the air pilot signal is removed.
An air pilot signal causes the UP bags to inflate at full supply pressure while the DOWN bags are exhausted. Removing the air
pilot signal allows the DOWN bags to inflate through height control valve upstream of the valve (sold separately) while the UP
bags exhaust.
NOTE: Be certain that your supply pressure does not exceed the bag manufacturers maximum rated operating PSI.
Air pilot operator signal must be a minimum pressure of 55 PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2500305

1/4 NPT

V3800305

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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11. LIFT AXLE APPLICATIONS

SHUTTLE AIR PILOT (HEIGHT CONTROL/DUAL SUPPLY):
“5/2” 4-Way (5 ported 2 position) valve with a shuttle air pilot operator (built-in double check) and a spring operator to return
the valve to it’s “up axle” position when the air pilot signal is removed.
An air pilot signal to either port of the shuttle operator causes the UP bags to inflate at full supply pressure while the DOWN
bags are exhausted. Removing the air pilot signal allows the DOWN bags to inflate through height control valve upstream of the
valve (sold separately) while the UP bags exhaust.
NOTE: Be certain that your supply pressure does not exceed the bag manufacturers maximum rated operating PSI.
Air pilot operator signal must be a minimum pressure of 55 PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2500705

1/4 NPT

V3800705

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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12. LIFT AXLE APPLICATIONS

SOLENOID/SPRING ( HEIGHT CONTROL/DUAL SUPPLY):
“5/2” 4-Way (5 ported 2 position) valve with a solenoid air pilot operator and a spring operator to return the valve to it’s “up axle”
position when the solenoid signal is removed.
A solenoid signal causes the UP bags to inflate at full supply pressure while the DOWN bags are exhausted. Removing the solenoid
signal allows the DOWN bags to inflate through height control valve upstream of the valve (sold separately) while the UP bags
exhaust.
NOTE: Be certain that your supply pressure does not exceed the bag manufacturers maximum rated operating PSI.
External solenoid air pilot supply must be a minimum pressure of 55 PSI.

MODEL NUMBER
V25006E05DAL
V38006E05DAL

PORT SIZE
1/4 NPT
3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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13. LIFT AXLE APPLICATIONS

FREE WHEEL VALVE:
“3/2” 3-Way (3 ported 2 position) valve with an air pilot operator and a spring operator to return the valve to it’s normal position
when the air pilot signal is removed.
An air pilot signal causes the FREE WHEEL valve to shift blocking a signal from the service brake line to the lift axle assembly
and exhausting the brake chambers. Wheels already spinning continue to spin regardless of service brake engagement thereafter.
Removing the air pilot signal allows the service brake line to resume normal operation.

Returning a spinning lift axle assembly to the pavement during a cornering maneuver will lessen the
likelihood of scuffed tires.
MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2510305

1/4 NPT

V3810305

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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14. SUSPENSION APPLICATIONS

PUSH PULL AIR PILOT RESET:
“3/2” 3-Way (3 ported 2 position) valve with a push pull knob and an air pilot operator to return the valve to it’s
“suspension up” position with a remote signal.
Pulling the knob causes the suspension bags to inflate through and then be controlled by the height control valve. Pushing
the knob in allows the suspension bags to deflate while blocking air from the height control valve.
NOTE: The minimum pressure required for a remote signal to shift this valve is 55 PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2510103
V3810103

1/4 NPT
3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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15. SUSPENSION APPLICATIONS

PUSH PULL SOLENOID RESET:
“3/2” 3-Way (3 ported 2 position) valve with a push pull knob and a solenoid operator to return the valve to it’s “suspension
up” position with a remote electrical signal.
Pulling the knob causes the suspension bags to inflate through and then be controlled by the height control valve. Pushing
the knob in allows the suspension bags to deflate while blocking air from the height control valve.
NOTE: This valve requires an external pilot supply for the solenoid operator. The minimum pilot supply pressure is 55 PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2510106EDAL
V3810106EDAL

1/4 NPT
3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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16. SUSPENSION APPLICATIONS

AIR PILOT/SPRING RETURN :
“3/2” 3-Way (3 ported 2 position) valve with an air pilot operator to shift the valve to it’s “suspension up” position and a
spring operator to return it to it’s “suspension down” position.
A remote signal to the air pilot operator causes the suspension bags to inflate through and then be controlled by the
height control valve. Removing the air pilot signal allows the suspension bags to deflate while blocking air from the height
control valve.
NOTE: The minimum pressure required for a remote signal to shift this valve is 55 PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2510305
V3810305

1/4 NPT
3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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17. SUSPENSION APPLICATIONS

SOLENOID/SPRING RETURN :
“3/2” 3-Way (3 ported 2 position) valve with a solenoid operator to shift the valve to it’s “suspension up” position and a
spring operator to return it to it’s “suspension down” position.
An electrical signal to the solenoid operator causes the suspension bags to inflate through and then be controlled by the
height control valve. Removing the electrical signal allows the suspension bags to deflate while blocking air from the height
control valve.
NOTE: The minimum pressure required for a remote signal to shift this valve is 55 PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V25106E05DAL
V38106E05DAL

1/4 NPT
3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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18. TAILGATE LATCH APPLICATIONS

PUSH PULL DETENT (DOUBLE ACTING):
“5/2” 4-Way (5 ported 2 position) valve with a push pull knob operator and a detent to maintain it’s position.
Pulling the knob causes the tailgate latch cylinder to extend while pushing the knob in allows the cylinder to retract.
NOTE: A double acting cylinder must have air pressure at all times to maintain it’s position.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V1800104

1/8 NPT

V2500104

1/4 NPT

V3800104

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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19. TAILGATE LATCH APPLICATIONS

AIR PILOT/SPRING (DOUBLE ACTING):
“5/2” 4-Way (5 ported 2 position) valve with an air pilot operator and a spring to return the valve to it’s normal position.
Pressurizing the air pilot causes the tailgate latch cylinder to extend while removing it’s air signal allows the cylinder to
retract by spring force.
NOTE: A double acting cylinder must have air pressure at all times to maintain it’s position.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2500305

1/4 NPT

V3800305

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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20. TAILGATE LATCH APPLICATIONS

SOLENOID/SPRING (DOUBLE ACTING):
“5/2” 4-Way (5 ported 2 position) valve with a solenoid/air pilot operator and a spring to return the valve to it’s normal
position.
Energizing the solenoid causes the tailgate latch cylinder to extend while removing it’s signal allows the cylinder to
retract by spring force.
NOTE: A double acting cylinder must have air pressure at all times to maintain it’s position.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2500605DAL

1/4 NPT

V3800605DAL

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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21. TAILGATE LATCH APPLICATIONS

PUSH PULL DETENT (SINGLE ACTING):
“3/2” 3-Way (3 ported 2 position) valve with a push pull knob operator and a detent to maintain it’s position.
Pulling the knob causes the tailgate latch cylinder to extend under pressure while pushing the knob in allows the cylinder
to retract by spring force.
NOTE: A single acting cylinder will return to it’s normal position upon loss of air pressure.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2510104

1/4 NPT

V3810104

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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22. TAILGATE LATCH APPLICATIONS

AIR PILOT/SPRING (SINGLE ACTING):
“3/2” 3-Way (3 ported 2 position) valve with an air pilot operator and a spring to return the valve to it’s normal position.
Pressurizing the air pilot causes the tailgate latch cylinder to extend under pressure while removing it’s air signal allows
the cylinder to retract by spring force.
NOTE: The minimum remote signal pressure required to allow the air pilot to shift this valve is 55 PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2510305

1/4 NPT

V3810305

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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23. TAILGATE LATCH APPLICATIONS

SOLENOID/SPRING (SINGLE ACTING):
“3/2” 3-Way (3 ported 2 position) valve with a solenoid/air pilot operator and a spring to return the valve to it’s normal
position.
Energizing the solenoid causes the tailgate latch cylinder to extend under pressure while removing it’s electrical signal
allows the cylinder to retract by spring force.
NOTE: The minimum supply pressure required to allow the solenoid to shift this valve is 55 PSI.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

V2510605DAL

1/4 NPT

V3810605DAL

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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24. BELLY DUMP VALVE

BELLY DUMP VALVE

BELLY DUMP VALVE:
“5/3” 4-Way (5 ported 3 position, blocked center) valve with a solenoid/differential area air pilot operator, hand lever/air pilot
operator and spring operators to return the valve to center.
This valve may be used to fully open or close the belly dump doors or “feather” the opening to control the load distribution. It’s
solenoid operator allows control from the cab while the hand lever provides for control for “walk along” from the body side.
Because of the larger piston area of the solenoid operator, it always dominates the valve operation and can, therefore, be reset
from the cab. Air normally trapped to prevent the hand lever from being unintentionally moved is released by the push button
operator.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

B2400-151DAL

1/2 NPT

PHOTO

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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25. KNEELING MODULE

KNEELING MODULE:

Combination of solenoid/air pilot operated 3 way and 2 way valves form a control module that allows
rapid exhaust and refill of air bags for the lowering of emergency vehicles and buses. Normal leveling
valve control can be isolated for temporary change in air bag pressure while the vehicle is raised or
lowered.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

B2400-523

3/8 & 1/2 DOT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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26. QUICK RELEASE VALVES

QUICK RELEASE VALVE:
A self-actuating shuttle valve that shifts to a by-pass exhaust port as soon as the inlet port is depressurized.
Quick release valves may be located in close proximity to suspension bags to provide faster performance as they eliminate the
requirement of exhausting through lengthy tubing lines back to the main valve.
Quick release valves are often used to improve timing of brake chambers, suspension bags and axle lift systems.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

QR2

1/4 NPT

QR3

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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27. PRESSURE PROTECTION VALVES

PRESSURE PROTECTION VALVE:
A one way check valve that provides for a preset constant backpressure upstream of it’s location. The amount of backpressure
produced should be determined by FMVSS121 and can be adjusted at the factory to meet this specification (specify setting at
time of order).
Pressure protection valves are used to prevent loss of pressure in the main air brake supply system in the event of a leak in
accessory systems such as lift axles, suspension components, tailgate latch controls, etc.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

PP2**

1/4 NPT

PP3**

3/8 NPT

**
Specify the factory preset
open/close pressure setting.
Example: PP370 requires 70 PSI to
begin flow; 75 PSI for full flow and at
65 PSI (descending pressure) the
valve shuts off bubble tight.
Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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28. SINGLE CHECK VALVES

SINGLE CHECK VALVE:
A one way valve that prevents backflow. They are often used to allow flow of air into a reservoir and then prevent backflow when
upstream pressure is exhausted.
Note: Because check valves prevent reverse flow, using them in a system may produce a stored energy condition. Use extreme
caution when servicing air reservoirs that may contain residual pressure.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

CV2

1/4 NPT

CV3

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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29. SHUTTLE VALVE (DOUBLE CHECK, TWO WAY CHECK)

SHUTTLE VALVE (DOUBLE CHECK, TWO WAY CHECK):
A shuttle valve is used to provide for multiple input signals from various remote locations to a single main valve. In this example a
single air pilot operated valve that fills or dumps suspension pressure may be operated from either inside the cab or from a body
side mounted control.

MODEL NUMBER

PORT SIZE

SV2

1/4 NPT

SV3

3/8 NPT

Contact the factory for product data sheets and additional technical information.
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30. CYLINDER FEATURES & BENEFITS

1.

6061 Barstock aluminum construction is
stronger than castings.

2.

16 RMS bore finish provides lower
breakaway pressure and minimizes seal
wear.

6.

Silicone based “Heavy Transport Lube” used
to assemble AIRman cylinders won’t wash
away because of airline condensation.

7.

Self lubricating oilight bronze rod bearing
helps protect against side load damage .

3.

Stainless steel piston rod and retaining
rings hold up best on salty roads.

8.

UHMW wear band provides low friction
protection against sealing surface damage.

4.

Retaining ring design eliminates tie-rods
for a cleaner, easier to maintain exterior.

9.

Delrin rod scraper ensures against rod seal
contamination.

5.

Tough Nitrile seals rated for minus 40 F
work well in dirty airline conditions.

10.

Nylon insert top lock nut secures piston to
rod.
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31. CYLINDERS

Heavy duty 1400 pound retract force single
acting spring return hook and latch tailgate
cylinders are interchangeable with competitive
models but feature our wear resistant and
patent pending rod-thru-trunnion mount.

Double and single acting tailgate cylinders are
available in 2.50 and 3.50 inch bores and
strokes 4.00, 6.00 and 8.00 inches.
Aluminum and stainless steel construction is
designed to provide heavy duty reliability for
mobile applications.

High-lift and rear steering cylinders feature
the same rugged construction as the tailgate
versions but are designed specifically for
their unique application requirements.
Available in 4.00 and 5.00 inch bores and 3.50
and 24.00 inch strokes.
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32. SPECIALS

AIRman, Inc. was originally founded on the basis of developing and manufacturing application
specific products (“specials”) that don’t appear in anyone’s standard catalog offerings. Please let
us know if you have a unique requirement or an interesting idea for a solution to an everyday
problem in mobile pneumatic automation. We’ll listen…and we’ll respond.
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33. CONTACT US

MAIN OFFICE:
AIRman, Inc.
47520 Avante Drive, Wixom, MI 48393
248 735 2428 phone
248 735 2431 fax
WEBSITES:

www.airmaninc.com (corporate & product overview)
www.amimobileair.com (application & technical data)
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34. CREATIVE PNEUMATICS

At AIRman, everyone and everything is made in the USA. We strongly believe that the fate of
our country and our way of life rests on each of us. We buy “American” and we sell “American”.
In this way we help support our U.S. economy.
Yes, it takes great creativity these days to compete with nations who eagerly support their
business community with tax incentives and government “handouts”. We could wring our hands
and whine about it but…instead we work a little harder and prove that “MADE IN THE USA” still
means the best!
We all appreciate your interest in AIRman products and we look forward to a chance to prove to
you that AMERICAN is better.
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MAINTENANCE TIPS…
•

•

•

Any pneumatic product will last longer by keeping your airlines free of water,
dirt and contamination…drain tanks regularly and use 40 micron filters
wherever practical.
AIRman valves and cylinders will provide many years of trouble free service
if they are periodically re-lubricated…at least twice a year (Spring and Fall)
re-lube your AIRman components with our “HT silicone based lube oil”
through the glad hand or valve/cylinder supply ports.
Do not use De-Icing fluids in any pneumatic product, as they will cause seal
damage. If it is absolutely necessary to do so anyway…be certain to re-lube
your system immediately afterwards with our “HT silicone based lube oil”.

AIRman, Inc. Mobile Pneumatic Products Warranty:
AIRman, Inc. warrants for a period of 12 months from date of manufacture all mobile pneumatic
products to be free of defects in workmanship and materials. All solenoid coils are warranted against
burnout for the life of the AIRman product that they are installed on.
After an authorized return of material and an inspection at AIRman, any product found to defective due
to workmanship or material will be repaired or replaced at no charge. AIRman, Inc. will not accept
liability for any other costs associated with the return, repair or replacement of our products.
The buyer accepts responsibility for the proper installation, use and maintenance of AIRman mobile
pneumatic products. Product found to be defective due to improper installation, abuse or lack of proper
maintenance will not be covered by this warranty.

MADE IN THE USA
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